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Welcome To “Operation Quick Money”
Congratulations on receiving The Operation Quick Money Handbook. Although I’ve
decided to make this handbook free so that it can help thousands of people, please
keep in mind that it is jam-packed with real, working strategies that can help you to
make some quick money online in just 2 weeks from now.
It has proven to work again and again, and thousands of people are now using this
exact system to make their money at home.
All it takes is your full willingness to make it happen for yourself.

Why Create Wealth On The Internet?
It’s undeniable that the Internet is one of the easiest and FASTEST ways to make
money. The internet is not biased towards anyone, meaning ANYONE can make
money on the internet regardless of their age, working experience, gender, education
and so on. You’ll just need a working computer, internet access and understanding of
the money-making system.
By making money on the internet, you literally have unlimited customers from all
around the world, it’s like having your own local business 24/7! With the major
difference being that you can automate many of the business tasks.
With the technology available today, even a newbie can start making money online.
Even if you know nothing about making money online, you can learn it very easily by
just reading this handbook and getting started. Of course, I wouldn't ever tell you that
you can become an internet millionaire by tomorrow morning. Those who claim that
you can make $13,225 overnight, are most likely to be scams.
But if you want a legit way of making some real, fast money online to pay your bills,
and even make money while you’re sleeping or spending time with your family, then
please continue reading this handbook.
The fact is, many people have succeeded in earning a good fortune on the internet
and the best part is, most of them are ordinary people, just like you and I.
You don’t need any special technical computer skills to create your wealth online. Of
course, having technical computer skills is a bonus, but it is not required for us to
'make it' on the internet.
What we need to have is an entrepreneurial mindset to get it started.
With so many people around that succeeded on the internet, it is now YOUR turn to
create an income stream directly from the internet!
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How to Make Money Online Quickly
There are just so many ways for you to make money on the internet.
It is almost impossible to master everything when you first get started. Also, you will
find it information overload if you were to learn everything about making money
online so quickly. Information overload is the number one factor that makes newbies
fail.
Inside this handbook, I will show you how to make money online, easily, with affiliate
marketing.

What Is Affiliate Marketing?
Basically, affiliate marketing is a means of making money online by just promoting
other peoples products.
This is a super awesome way to get yourself started because:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

You do not need to create your own product to sell
No customer service and product fulfilment required
You are not even required to own a webpage
It’s really fast and easy to get started – just 15 minutes from now

For example, Amazon.com offers affiliate networks and it is the world’s largest online
retailer. So you can bet that affiliate marketing is a legitimate opportunity. (Amazon is
a public listed company.)

If you join Amazon’s affiliate network, you will be given your very own affiliate link.
Once people click on your affiliate link, they will be directed to Amazon.com as
normal. If they purchase anything on Amazon, you will make money instantly.
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It really is that simple!
But we don't suggest promoting Amazon’s affiliate program in this handbook,
because the commission percentage is around about 6% for a newbie, thus, it’s
going to take quite a while to even make yourself $100. This is why, we suggest…

Clickbank.
Clickbank.com is a highly credible affiliate network which generates 350 million
dollars of annual revenue. An affiliate network is essentially commission-based
sales scheme. You recommend a site to your website visitors and pick up a
percentage of any sales those visitors generate. This percentage of sales is
known as affiliate commission. You benefit from the commission and the site
benefits from the sales it wouldn’t otherwise have made if it wasn’t for you, as
an affiliate marketer.

To get started easily and quickly, we certainly recommend Clickbank. You can join for
free at www.Clickbank.com

Clickbank is suitable for everyone to make some serious money online, easily. We
choose Clickbank’s affiliate network rather than Amazon’s affiliate network because
Clickbank generally has higher conversion rates and higher commission
percentages.
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Amazon's affiliate commission is between 6% and 10% (you have to be a top
affiliate to get up to 10%) but most of the merchants on Clickbank will pay you
around 50% commission and some up to 75% commission (which means, you earn
more money than the merchant itself for the sales you directly bring in).
Another reason you want to choose Clickbank’s affiliate network is because
Amazon’s cookies (information stored on a computer) last for only 24 hours but
Clickbanks last for 60 days!
For example, 'John' clicks your affiliate link and goes to a website merchant of
Clickbank.com, and at that time, he decided not to buy the product. 15 days later, he
thinks that the product would benefit him, so he purchases the product. Even if is
after 15 days, you will still get the affiliate commission as Clickbank’s cookies last for
a staggering 60 days.

How Clickbank Works?
If you’re not familiar with Clickbank yet, it is one of the largest affiliate program
networks thats available for internet marketers. Unlike Amazon, most of the products
sold on Clickbank are downloadable info-products (e-book, audio, video etc.).
Here are the categories of info-products sold on Clickbank:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arts & Entertainment
Betting Systems
Business / Investing
Computers / Internet
Cooking, Food & Wine
E-business & E-marketing
Education
Employment & Jobs
Fiction
Games
Green Products
Health & Fitness
Home & Garden
Languages
Mobile
Parenting & Families
Politics / Current Events
Reference
Self-help
Software & Services
Spirituality, New Age & Alternative Beliefs
Sports
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•

Travel

When a customer purchases something from Clickbank, they get to download their
products instantly, no waiting around.
ClickBank has an online marketplace containing around tens of thousands of
products that you can choose to promote.
Being an affiliate with Clickbank myself, they’ve always paid me on time. Affiliates in
almost every country can opt to receive checks as often as every week, and direct
bank deposit is also available.
This is not a handbook completely about Clickbank, so I’m not going to take up your
time by talking about it here. The full details of Clickbank can be read at
www.clickbank.com.
Now that you know of the legit affiliate marketing opportunity and the existence of
Clickbank, your next step is…
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Getting Ready
There are so many topics of different info-products on Clickbank that you can choose
from.
Choosing a product to promote is important, as it determines if you can make any
money online. If the product is good, but the sales page on the webpage is bad, then
conversion rate will be very low. Vice versa, having a good sales copy with a bad
product will only result in requested refunds from customers.

The Best Kind of Product To Promote…
So what kind of product should you choose?
The best kind of product to promote has the combination of a great product, a great
sales copy, with a huge worldwide market so you can make money online
consistently and don't waste your time promoting something that doesn’t sell.
I personally recommend www.wakeupmillionaire.com.
WakeUp Millionaire is a brand new product about achieving your success in life,
which is a topic that bodes well for most people.
Other great reasons to promote WakeUp Millionaire include:
1. Self-help topics are a very large and hot market. Because of this, you will
never run out of customers to purchase self-help related product.
2. WakeUp Millionaire is also a great product that genuinely helps people to
achieve success. You will feel good by making money online by helping others
to achieve success with WakeUp Millionaire.
3. The webpage sales copy has already been proven to convert itself well, thus,
you’ll be able to make money from your traffic with it.
4. It is a reputable brand, not some random person that comes out with a selfhelp product to sell. Sometimes, it’s not just about making money alone, you
make money by adding value to other people to help them get what they
want.
5. Also, www.wakeupmillionaire.com pays out on two of its additional upsell

offers, thus, helping you to generate an additional income effortlessly. In a
nutshell, you’ll be able to earn commission from 3 DIFFERENT INCOME
STREAMS. Read all about it at http://wakeupmillionaire.com/affiliate.htm
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6. Last but not least, it pays affiliates really well – a hefty 70% commission per

sale! 
Here are the 2 simple steps on how you can start promoting Wakeup Millionaire:

Step 1: Sign Up For A Clickbank Account
Wakeup Millionaire’s affiliate program is seamlessly handled by Clickbank. If you do
not have an account yet, you can click here to sign up for a Clickbank account, it's
free!

Step 2: Generate Your Affiliate Link
Once you have your Clickbank ID ready, you can set up your affiliate link:

http://XXXXX.chando2.hop.clickbank.net/
Replace the XXXXX above with your unique Clickbank ID and it becomes your
affiliate link. For example, if your Clickbank ID is john123, then your affiliate link will
be:
http://john123.chando2.hop.clickbank.net/
So whenever someone clicks on your affiliate link and purchases WakeUp
Millionaire, you will earn a staggering 70% commission!
Now that you have your affiliate link, you can accelerate the process of promoting
WakeUp Millionaire by gaining the affiliate tools at:
 http://www.wakeupmillionaire.com/affiliate.htm
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Quick Way Of Generating Cash
In this chapter, you will learn the quick way of how you can generate some cash in
the next 2 weeks. Just follow the steps and you can start making money online.

The Fast Cash Method
In the first week, you will learn how to make affiliate commission cash by using the
“direct linking method”.
Direct linking means, whenever someone clicks on your affiliate link, they will go
straight to www.wakeupmillionaire.com through your affiliate link. This way, if they
order the product, you’ll immediately earn the 70% commission.

Advantages Of Direct Linking:
Quick - Because your goal in the first week is to start making some quick money
online, direct linking method is the optimal way to achieve it.
Free - With direct linking, you don’t have to create a website, and you're still able to
make money online.
Easy – If you were to create a website now, you will probably spend days or weeks
before you can start making any money at all. At this early stage, it will be much
easier for you to make money by using solely direct linking.

“Link Cloaking”
By default, your affiliate link is like “http://john123.chando2.hop.clickbank.net/”. You
can promote it how it is, but it looks ugly, which will deter people from clicking your
affiliate link. To prevent this from happening, you can cloak your link and thus it
makes your affiliate link looks a lot better.
You can use a free linking cloaking service (they’re also called link shorteners) at
http://l1nk.com. L1nk.com will allow you to shorten your affiliate link to make it “look”
better and more presentable.
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Another way is to buy yourself a domain at NameCheap.com.

After you have bought your domain, you can then use the redirect feature on
Namecheap.com.
For example, you buy a domain “www.yourdomain.com” and when you just bought it,
the domain itself is blank and nothing will show up. You can use redirect feature in
Namecheap.com with your unique affiliate link to redirect people to
www.wakeupmillionaire.com. So when someone clicks on www.yourdomain.com,
they will instead go to www.wakeupmillionaire.com.
I do recommend you buy a domain because it’s a quirky form of branding which not
only looks professional, but also visitors will feel safe clicking it. Other than that, you
have total control on how you can use your domain.
If you do not know what domain name to buy at this stage, you can just buy a
domain with your own personal name. For example, I bought a domain with my own
name patricchan.com.
If you do not know how to buy a domain, you can watch the video tutorial below at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rPL0Jp2R6a8&feature=share&list=UUQJZTPHnHIJhYb1E6LmT3Mg
You need to think about making money online as a business, and every business
requires some costs to make money. As a business cost, a domain is considered to
be REALLY cheap in the long run. By just making one sale from your affiliate
commission, you can make back the money that you initially invested on a domain.
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Promotion Methods:
For the first week, writing your own articles is the easiest way to get started.
Articles dictate a lot of the success and the drive of traffic for you.
When you’re writing an article, mainly focus on writing good articles related to selfhelp, so that it gets published more often by the other publishers. This way, it helps
you to gain more traffic with your articles.
Another reason to write good articles are that they can really help to add value to
other people and if those other people like it, they will usually share your articles with
their friends.

The Internet Is the "Information Highway"
Folks are logging onto the Internet to look for information about internet marketing all
of the time – it really is that plain and simple.
It's your job to provide them with the necessary information if you're going to have
ANY success online. The importance and the overall benefits you'll receive from
being able to create some quality, somewhat entertaining self-help articles (and
content) on your own really cannot be stressed enough. Just go ahead and do it!
Here are some tips to help and assist you in making your articles.

How To Write An Article Easily
One of the methods you can use to prepare yourself when tasked to write an article
is firstly creating an outline. Creating an outline for all of your future articles makes
you more prepared.
You have an idea of what you need to do first and make a plan for your successive
steps. Being prepared makes the job so much easier and faster. Being organized will
allow any disorientation to be shunned away.
An outline can act as the design, or blueprint, of your article. This will guide you
when you're creating the introduction, body and conclusion of your article. During this
point, you can write down some of the ideas and sentences that you personally feel
will look good in your article. This could be some of the focal points that could help
make your article more creative, interesting and appealing to the reader.
A carefully planned and fully prepared project would guarantee and moreover ensure
a problem and worry free procedure that can virtually go without any more hassles.
Creating an outline for all of your articles will get you ready to breeze through writing
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an article in no time at all. Here are some more tips and guidelines in how to create
an outline for all of your articles…
Do a couple of brainstorming sessions and jot down your brilliant ideas first.
Think of some unique ways to attract the interest of your reader.
Designate a time frame whereby you can write down all of the ideas that you can use
for your future articles. By this point, you should have done all your necessary
research and information searching. Review and reread your ideas and notes, gain a
level of mastery and sufficient familiarity with your topic so that writing them down
later on would be easy for you.
The next step is to discover your sub topic and sub titles. As you need to provide a
first sentence for your article, one that will immediately grab the full attention of your
reader, you will need some as well for your sub topics. To be concise, you will need
to get all the facts that will not only support, but go against your point.
These are the frames (or skeleton) of your article. Now it’s time to add the flesh and
the meat of your article.
You will need to connect all of your paragraphs and sub topics together. This will
form the main body of your article. While the introduction will usher in the ideas of
your paragraph, you will need a detailed conclusion. The conclusion will wrap up
your points and really drive in what you are trying to say in your article.
The outline for your article will also require you to write brief a draft first. This may
take more than one attempt, but do remember, that it is called a draft for a reason.
Your outline shall be perfected as each subseqeunt draft is written and this draft is
meant for your eyes only, so there’s no reason to feel ashamed of it. As you go on,
you will begin to clearly see the bigger picture and write an article that will perfectly
suit what is demanded of it.
Read and reread what you have written down so far.
Always refer to your outline so that you won’t drift away from what you first had
written down. It's so easy to get caught in the moment and lost in your writing frenzy
- your outline will help you keep on track. All those hours spent whilst outlining your
article will not go to waste and this will serve as your guide in writing articles. Trust
completely and rely on your outline because this will prove to be a very helpful tool in
writing all of your articles.

Write In Bursts
The problem for most people is that they look at writing as a long, difficult and
monotonous task that would be “impossible” for them to ever accomplish.
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So they never actually start. They make excuses.
“I don’t have time to write.”
“I’m too busy.”
“I’m not smart enough.”
These are lies we often tell ourselves to avoid starting writing.
There is one EASY way to write that not only makes writing easier, but it makes it
better too.
The first thing to do is to break up your writing into smaller chunks. These pieces are
called “bursts”. A “burst” is defined as “a sudden, intense display, of activity, energy,
or effort”.
What you want is an explosion of sudden words on the page.
This should be a 10-20 minute period of intense writing. You can even make them
shorter if you’d like to. Start at a small 5 minutes and move up from there.
What you’ll begin to see is the time flying by. Once you train yourself to write in
“bursts”, you’ll start writing for longer and then longer.
Another reason why writing in “bursts” is so powerful, is that it can help you to
eliminate distractions. Because you’re writing in these explosive bursts, you won’t
have to barricade yourself in a room for hours after hours!
While you’re doing it, write or type as fast as you can! One thing that makes writing
so difficult is that we don’t write as fast as we can speak. Because of this, our brain
has time to utterly slow down the writing process. It does so by critiquing what we’ve
already written, throwing some new ideas in the way, and creating other worthless
distractions. These things all move you out of the flow. They sabotage your writing.
This is why you can be writing something brilliant one minute and then frozen staring
at your computer screen the next.
In order for the words to flow out of you, you have to physically write faster. Whether
you’re writing, or typing, it must be fast, almost like you’re finishing it in a hurry.
When you do that, you stop yourself and your brain from going back and critiquing
your writing. The physical act of typing fast keeps your brain more active. It keeps
the words flowing out of you, straight onto the page.
By physically making yourself write fast, you ironically stop yourself from mentally
sabotaging yourself.
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One way to do this is to time yourself with a clock. Write like you’re trying to win a
race of some sort. This forces you to try and get everything out of your mind and
onto the page as fast as you possibly can.
That’s what you want. Writing in this way will prevent you from constantly second
guessing yourself and allow you instead to get all that good stuff you have in you, out
of your brain and onto the page.
If you need more help on this, in certain cases, caffeine or music seem to help.

Getting In the “Zone”
Often you hear athletes, artists, musicians, writers, and even others talk of being “in
the zone”. When people say they are “in the zone”, what they are actually referring to
is the feeling of doing something without having to overly think about it.
When you’re in the zone, a steady, focused stream of words will flow out of you and
onto the page. When you’re in the zone, you feel like the words are coming out of
your mind and onto the page like some sort of laser beam. You lose track of how
long you’ve been writing and/or what you’re writing about.
You just write, really!
In fact, it almost doesn’t feel like “writing” because the words feel like they are
“pouring” out of you, not the monotonous task of writing them.
How do you get yourself in the zone?
Getting in the zone comes from writing pieces often and from sheer practice. It is
something you will feel happen to you after you’ve become comfortable with writing
like a maniac. It does take time and practice.
You can’t expect to just sit down, and then suddenly, find yourself in the zone. The
best way to get yourself into the zone is to write more. The zone isn’t something you
can just click your fingers and land in. It’s something that you gradually flow into.
The only way to get in it is to start by writing.
Once you get the ideas flowing, you’re that much close to getting in the zone.
Once you get in the zone you want to remain there. The thing is, when you’re in the
zone you really don’t have time to think about it. Distractions can keep you out of the
zone or at the least take you out of the zone once you’re already there.
Never analyze it. The fastest way to kill your writing is to start over analyzing it while
you write. That's a big mistake.
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Once you do this you ultimately slow yourself down, you slow your brain down, and
you start restricting the flow of ideas coming out of your mind and onto the page.
This kills your flow and puts a tight choke hold on your creativity.
When you’re letting the ideas flow you are really using the creative part of your brain.
Once you start analyzing you are using the analytical part of your brain.
If you keep trying to switch back and forth, you’ll only frustrate yourself and more
importantly, your brain. Your writing will be more difficult. You’ll get pissed off with it
and you’ll quit.
Sometimes when you first start writing, you’ll start to go off on a bit of a tangent. If
this happens, just roll with it at first. Remember, the point is to get all the ideas and
words (your inner voice) out of you, and instead onto the page. Let the ideas and
words roll out of you. Go with the flow you're in.
Once you start to get the hang of these techniques and begin to put them into
practice, you will start to develop your own unique writing style.
Your writing will begin to have its own unique “voice”. Your words will start to read
just like they are spoken.
Finding your inner voice takes a little time to master. You will start to see little bits
and pieces of it come out every now and then, when you start writing. And then, once
you get yourself comfortable, you’ll start to see your personality and individuality just
pour out into your writing.
Once your brain starts spitting out ideas, sometimes it just can’t stop itself.
When you give your brain the freedom to create new ideas without restraint it will go
from one idea, to another, to another. That’s essentially how it works. Each idea will
branch into another and then another. I'm sure you the picture here.
It is inevitable that when you’re writing there will be times when a degree of self
doubt creeps in.
You know when they say, “Dance like no one else is watching”?
Well, write like no one is going to read it. You just have to be your unique self and
write. As soon as you start critically thinking about what other people will say and
think about your writing, you’re in big trouble.
It’s a fact that not everyone who reads what you write is going to like or enjoy it.
You’ll be lucky if even 50% of the people out there like it.
The minute you try to write to please everyone, you’ll begin pleasing no one.
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